
OFF THE BEATEN TRACK 

The problematic issue that prevails here, then, comes to a head at the 
very place in the discussion where the essence of language and of poetry is 
touched upon, all this, again, only in reference to the belonging together 
of being and saying. 

It remains an unavoidable necessity that the reader, who naturally comes 
to rhe essay from without, at first and for a long time thereafter, represent 
and interpret the facts of the case from out of the silent domain that is 
the source of what has been thought. But for the author himself there 
remains the necessity to speak each time in the language that is. in each 
case, appropriate to the various stations on his way. 

The Age ofthe World Pictul'e 


In metaphysics, reflection on the essence of and a decision concern
ing the essence of truth is accomplished, Metaphysics grounds an age in 

through a particular interpretation of beings and through a particular 
comprehension of truth, it provides that age with the ground of its essen
tial shape. This ground comprehensively governs all decisions distinctive 
of the age. Conversely, in order for there to be adequate reflection on these 

[Emheinungen], their metaphysical ground must allow itself to 

be recognized in them, Reflection is the courage to put up for question 
the truth of one's own presuppositions and the space of one's own goals 
(Appendix r).1 

One of the essential phenomena of modernity is its science. Ofequalllu
portance is machine technology, One should not, however, misconstrue this 
as the mere application of modern mathematical science to praxis. Nlachine 
technology is itself an autonomous transformation of praxis, a transforma
tion which first demands the employment ofmathematical science, Machine 
technology still remains the most visible outgrowth of the essence of mod
ern technology; an essence which is identical with the essence of modern 

A third, equally essential phenomenon of modernity lies in the process of 
art's moving into the purview of aesthetics. This means the artwork becomes 
an object of experience [EriebensJ and conseauentlv is considered to be an 
expression of human life. 

A fourth modern phenomenon announces itself in the fact that human 
action is understood and practiced as culture, Culture then becomes the 
realization of the highest values through the care and cultivation of man's 
highest goods, It belongs to the essence of culture, as such care, that it, in 
turn, takes itself into care and then becomes the politics of culture. 
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1\ fifth pbenomenon of modernity is the loss of the gods 
This expression does not mean the mere elimination of the gods, crude 
<'theism. The loss of the gods is a twofold process. On the one hand, the 
world picture Christianizes itself inasmuch 3S the ground of the world is 
posiled as infinite and unconditioned, as the absolute. On the other hand, 
Christendom reinterprets its Christianity as a world view (the Christian 
world view) and thus makes itself modern and up to date. The loss of the 

is the condition of indecision about God and the gods. Christianity 

responsible for bringing it about. But loss of the gods is far from 
Rather, it is on its accollnt that the relation to the gods 
eligiolls experience [Erleben]. \Vhen this happens, the 

void is filled bv the historical and 

\Vhat conception of beings and what interpretation of truth lies at the 
basis of these phenomena~ 

\-Ve confine the question to the first of the phenomena mentioned 

uatural science. 
In what is the essence of modern scienc(' to be found? 
What conception of beings and of truth grounds this essence? }f we 

can manage to come upon the metaphysical ground which provides the 
foundation of science as a modern phenomenon, then it must be possible 
to recognize from out of that ground the essence of modernity in 

As we llse the word science these days, it means something 
different from the dam'intl and scientia of the Middle Ages, different, roo, 
fi'om the GreekE1Tl<JTT)>lll. Greek science was never exact precisely because, 

to its essence, it neither could be, nor needed to be, exact. Hence, 
it makes no sense at all to assert that contemporary science is more exact 
than the science of antiquity. Neither call one say that Galileo's doctrine of 

bodies is true while Aristotle's teaching that light bodies strive 
is false. For the Greek uuderstanding of the namre of body and 

and of the relation ben,veen them rests on a different interpretation of 
It determines, therefore, a correspondingly ditlerem way of seeing 

and questioning Hamral occurrences. No one would presume to say that 
Shakespeare's poetry is more advanced than that of Aeschylus. It is even 
more impossible to say that the contemporary understanding of beings is 
more correct than that of the Greeks. If, then, we wish to grasp the essence of 
contemporary scie-!1ce we must first free ourselves of the habit ofcomparing 
modern with older science ii'om the perspective of progress merelv in 
terms of degree.

J 
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The essence uf what is today called science is research. In what does the 
essence of research consist? 

Jt consists in the fact that knowing establishes itself as a procedure within 
some realm of beings in nature or history. Procedure, here, does not just 
mean methodology, how things are done. For every procedure requires, in 
advance, an open region within which it operates. But precisely the opening 
up ofsuch a region constitutes the fundamental occurrence in research. This 
is accomplished through the projection, within some region of (for example, 
namra!) beings, of a ground-plan [GnmdrissJ of namral processes. Such a 

maps out in ad\-ance the way in which the procedure ofknowing 
is to bind itself to the region that is opened up. This commitment 

is the rigor of research. Through the projection of the 

the prescribing of rigor, procedure secures for itself; within the realm of 
being, its sphere of objects. A glance at mathematical physics - the earliest 
of modern sciences which is, at the same time, normative for the rest will 
make clear what we mean. Insofar as modern atomic physics still remains 
physics, what is essential - which is all that concerns liS here will be true 
of it as well. 

A10dern physics is called "mathematical" because it makes use, in a re
markable way, of a quite specific kind of mathematics. But it is only able 
to proceed mathematically because, in a deeper sense, it is already math
cmatical. Tex >lCXeT)>lCXTCX means, in Greek, that which, in his observation of 
beings and interaction with things, man knows in advance: the 
of bodies, the vegetable character of plants, the animality of animals, the 
humanness of human beings. Along with belonging to the already
known, i.e., "mathematical," are the numbers. IvVhen we discover three ap
ples on the table we recognize that there are three of them. But the number 
three, threeness, we know already. That is to say: the number is some
thing "mathematical." Only because numbers represent, so to speak, the 
most striking of the always-already-known, and therefore the best-known 
in~tanees of the mathematical, is "the mathematical" 
name for the numerical. The essence of the mathematical, llOwever, IS 111 

flO wa}' defined iH terms of the numerical. Physics is, in general, knowledge 
of nature. In particular, it is knowledge of material corporeality in mo

for corporeality manifests itself immediately and universally - albeit 
in different ways in all natural things. \Vhen, therefore, physics assumes 
an explicitly "mathematical" form, what this means is the following: that 
through and for it, in an emphatic way, something is specified in advance as 
that which is already known. This specification concerns nothing less than 
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for the sought-after knowledge of nature, is henceforth to count as 
"nature": the closed system of spatio-temporally related units of mass. Per

lO this ground-plan, in accordance with its prior specification, are 
to be found, among others, the following definitions ..Motion is change of 

No motion or direction of motion takes precedence over any other. 
place is equal to every other. No point in tilIle has precedence over 

any other. Every force is defined as - is, that is, nothing hut - its conse
quences as motion within the unity of time; and that means, again, change 
of place. Every natural event must be viewed in such a way that it fits into 
this ground-plan of nature. Only within the perspective of this 
does a natural event become visible as such. The ground-plan of nature is 
secured in place in that physical research, in each step of investigation, is 
obligated to it in advance. -This obligation [BindungJ, the rigor of research, 
has, at a given time, its own character in keeping with the ground-plan. 
The rigor of mathematical science is exactitude. Every event, if it enters 
at all into representation as a natural event, is determined, in advance, as a 
magnitude of spatio-temporal motion. Such determination is achieved by 
means of numbers and calculation. 1vlathematical research into nature is 
not, however, exact because it calculates precisely; rather, it must calculate 
precIsely because the way it is bound to its domain of objects has the char
acter of exactness. The human sciences, by contrast, indeed all the sciences 
that deal with living things, precisely in order to remain disciplined and 
rigorous, are necessarily inexact. One can, indeed, view living ~hings, too, .' 
as magnitudes of spatio-temporal motion, but what one apprehends is then 
no longer living. The inexactness of the historical human sciences is not 
a deficiency but rather the fulfillment of an essential requirement of this 
type of research. It is true, also, that the projecting and the securing of the 
domain of objects is, in the historical sciences, lIot only different, but far 
more difticult to achieve than is the rigor of the exact sciences. 

Science hecomes research through the projected plan and through the 
securing of the plan in the rigor ofprocedure. Projection and rigor, however, 
first develop into what they are in method. lvlerhod constitutes the second 
essential characteristic of research. If the projected region is to become ob
jectified, then it must be brought to encounter us in the full multiplicity 
of its levels and intenveavings. Procedure must therefore be free to view 
the changeableness in what it encounters. Only from within the perspective 
of the ever-otherness of change does the plenitude of the particular, of the 

reveal itself. The facts, however, are to become objccti\·e. Procedure 
must, therefore, represent the changeable in its changing; it must brill!! it 
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to stand and yet allow the motion to remain a motion. The fixedness of 
the facts and the constancy of their change as such is the rule. The con
stancy of change in the necessity of its course is the law. Only from the 
perspective of rule and law do facts become clear as what they are. Research 
into the facts in the realm of nature is the setting up and confirmation of 
rule and law. The method by means of which a domain of objects is repre
sented has the character of a clarification [Kia-rung] from out of the clear, 
of explanation [E7·klal-ung]. Explanation always has two sides to it. It ac
counts for something unknown through something known, and at the same 
time confirms the known through that unknown. Explanation takes 
in investigation. In the natural sciences this happens in the experiment, al
ways according to the nature of the field of im"estigation and the kind of 
explanation aimed at. However, natural science does not first become re
search through experiment. It is rather the other way round: experiment 
is only possible where knowledge of nature has already transformed itself 
into research. It is only because contemporaty physics is a physics that is 
essentially mathematical that it is capable of being experimental. Since nei
ther the medieval doanna nor the Greek ETfliTrTjI-lT) were science in the sense 
of research, there was, for them, no question of experiment. 'Ii:> be SlIre, 
/uistotle was the first to grasp the meaning of hlTTElp{Q (experierttia): the 
obsen·ation of the things themselves, their characteristics and alterations 
under changing conditions, resulting in knowledge of the way in which 

behave as a rule. But observation directed toward knowledge of this 
the experimemum, is essentially different from that which belongs to 

science as research, the research-experiment. It remains essentially differ
ent even where ancient and medie\'al observation also works with number 
and measure, and even where it makes use of specific apparatus and in
struments. For what is completely absent here is what is decisive about the 
experiment. This begins with the fundamental postulation of a law. Ti:> set 
up an experiment is to represent a condition according to which a specific 
nexus of motions can become capable of being fi)llowed in its necessary 
course, which is to say that it can be mastered, in advance, by calculation. 
The setting up of the law, however, is accomplished with reference to the 

of the sphere of objects. This provides the standard and con
strains the anticipatory representation of the condition. Such representing 
with and within which the experiment begins is no arbitrary invention. This 
is why Newton says hypotheses non .lingo; the fundamental postulations are 
not arbitrarily thought up. They are, rather, developed out of the ground
plan of nature and are sketched into it. Experiment is that method which, 
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plrtlHlll!O and execution, is supported and guided by what is postulated 
as " tund;}rn~"tallaw, in order to bring forth the facts which either confirm 

\ . 
the law Qr deny it' such confirmation. The more exact the projection of the ,. 

of nature the more exact is the possibility of experiment. The 
oheil ~lentioned medieval scholastic, Roger Bacon, can, therefore, never 
be the forerunner of the contemporary experimental researcher but re
mains. r:lther, merely the successor of Aristotle. For in the meantime, gen
uine possession of the truth has, through Christianity, been transferred to 
hil.h - to the truth preserved in the written word and in church doctrine. 
The highest knowledge and teaching is theology considered as interpreta
tion of the divine word of revelation that is recorded in scripture and pro
claimed try the Church. knowledge is not research but rather 

of the normative word and of the authorities who 
For this reason, discussion of the words and doctrinal opinions of the various 
authorities takes prccedence in the process of knowledge-acquisition in the 
lVliddJt: The componere J[Tipta ct Jermones, the {l'rgU'mentuNZ ex verba, is 
deci,ive and, at the same time, the reason why the Platonic and Aristotelian 
philosophy that had been adopted, had to become scholastic dialectic. If. 

Roger Bacon demands the experimentum as he did - what he I1]eans 
is not the experiment of science as research. Rather he demands, in place of 
the mxumenlUm ex verba, the arg;umentum ex rei 2 instead of the discussion of 
doctrinal opinions, observations of the things themselves, in other words, 

Aristotelian 
The modern research-experiment is, however, 

that is more precise in degree and scope. It is, rather, an 
ent kind of methodology for the verification of law within the framework 
and in the service of an exact projection of nature. In the historical human 
sciences "source criticism" corresponds to the experiment of physical re
search. This name covers, here, the whole range of discovery, examination, 

preser'.:ation, and interpretation. It is indeed true 
that thl'; historica I explanation based on source-criticism does not subsume 
the facts under laws and rules. Yet it is not reduced to a mere reporting 
uf the facts. As in the natural method in the historical sciences is 

. aimed at presellting the constant and at making histOlY an object. HistOlY 
can only be objectified when it is something past. The constancy of the 
pa~L, that on rhe basis of which historical explanation rakes into account the 
l1niqne and diverse in history, is the having-always-already-been-there, that 
which can becolllparcd. Through the constant comparisons of everything 
'vith everything else the intelligible is worked out and, as the ground-plan 
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of history, certified and secured. The sphere of historical research extends 
as far as the reach of historical explanation. The unique, the rare, the 

simple in short, greatness in history - is never self-evident and hence 
remains incapable of explanation. It is not that historical research denies 
gTeatness in history; rather, it explains it as the exception. In such 
nation ilie great is measured against the ordinary and average. There is no 
other kind of historical explanation as long as explanation means subsuming 
under ilie intelligible, and as long as historical science remains research, 
explanation. Because, as research, history projects and objectifies the past 
as an explicable and surveyable nexus of effects, it demands source-criticism 
as the instrument of objectification. The standards of such criticism alter to 
the that historical science approaches journalism. 

As research, every science is based on the projection of a bounded object 
domain and necessarily possesses, ilierefore, an individualized character. In 
developing its projection through its methodology, moreovcr, evClY indi
vidual science must focus on a particular field ofim·estigation. This focusing 
(specialization) is, however, by no means merely the dire side effect of the 
increasing unsurveyability of the results of research. It is not a necessary 

but rather the essential necessity of science as research. 
is not the consequence but rather the ground of the progress of all research. 
Research does not, through its methodology, become dispersed into ran
dom investigations so as to lose itself in them. For the character of modern 
science is determined by a third fundamental occurrence: constant 
[BetriebJ (Appendix 

By this term is to be understood, first of all, that phenomenon 
a science, whether natural or humanistic, in order to achieve proper recog
nition today as a science is required to be capable of being institutionalized. 
Research is not, however, constant activity because its work is carried out 
in institutions; rather, institutions are necessary because science, as, intrin

research, has the character of constant activity. The methodology 
ilirough whlCh individual object domains are conquered does not 
amass results. Rather, it uses its results to direct itself toward a new proce
dure. In the mechanical installation that enables physics to smash the atom 
we have the whole of physics up to now. Similarly, in historical 
the stock of sources only becomes usable when the sources themselves are 
verified by historical explanation. In these processes the methodology of a 
science is circumscribed by its own results. !Vlore and more, methodology 
adapts itself to the possibilities of procedure it itself opens up. This having
to-be-based on its own results as the ways and means of a progressing 
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methodology, is the essence of the character of research as constant activ
ity. That character, however, is the inner ground for the necessity of its 

institutional character. 
It is in constant activity that the projection of the object domain is, for 

the first time, built into beings. All arrangements that facilitate the planned 
of different types of methodology, promote the 

and communication of results, and regulate the exchange of labor 
are measures which are by no means merely the external consequence of the 
t~ct that research work is expanding and diversifying. Rather, they are the 
distant and still hy no means comprehended sign that modern science 
to enter the decisive phase of its history. Only now does it take possession 

of its own complete essence. 
\\That is going on in the spread and entrenchment of the institutional 

character of the sciences? Nothing less than the estahlishment of the pre
cedence of methodology over the beings (of nature and histOlY) which, at a 
particular time, are objectified in research. On the basis of their character 
;\s constant activity, the sciences create for themselves the appropriate co
herence and llnity. For this reason, historical or archeological research that 
has become institutionally active is essentially nearer to research ill. physics 
that is organized in a similar way than it is to a discipline in its own 
of humanities which has remained within mere scholarship. The decisive 

of the character of modern science as constant activity produces, 
therefore, a human being of another stamp. The scholar disappears and is 

the researcher engaged in research programs. These, and not 
rhe cllltivation of scholarship, are what places his work at the cutting 

• 	 ,-ciuer Arbeit die scharfe LuftJ. The researcher no longer needs a li
at home. He is, moreover, constantly on the move. He negotiates at 

,Jmferences and collects information at congresses. He commits himself to 

commissions. It is publishers who now determine which books 

nt:ed l<J be written (Appendix 
From an inner compulsion, the researcher presses forward into the sphere 

by the figure of, in the essential sense, the technologist. Only 
Iii this way can he remain capable of being effective, and only then, in 
the eyes of his age, is he real. Alongside him, an increasingly thiuner aud 

romanticism of scholarship and the university will still be able to 

survive for some time at certain places. The effective unity and therefore the 
of the university, however, does not lie in the spiritual-intellectual 

19t'I,·tigeJ 'power of the primordial unity of the sciences, a [lower 
from the university because nourished and preserved by it. The reality of 
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the university is that it is an establishmelll which still, in a unique way, 
on account of its administratively self-contained form, makes possible and 
visible hoth the fragmentation of the sciences into the specialities and the 
peculiar unity of constant aetivity. Because it is in constant activity that the 
essential forces of modern science become immediately and unambiguously 
effective, it is only self-direeted researeh activities which, proceeding from 
themselves, can prefigure and establish an inner unity with other 
research activities. 

The real system of science consists in the coherence of procedure and 
stance with respect to the ohjectification of beings, in conformity, at any 
given time, witll planning. The advantage this system is required to pro
mote is no contrived and rigid unification of the contents of the object do
mains. Rather, it is the greatest possible free, though ref,TUlated, flexibility in 
the changing around and initiation of research with respect to whatever are 
the principle tasks of the moment. The more exclusively a science becomes 
focused on the complete carrying out and mastery of its process of work
ing, the more these activities are - without illusion shifted into research 
institutes and professional schools for research, then the more 
do the sciences achieve the completion of their modern essence. Thc more 
unconditionally, however, science and research take seriously the modern 
shape of their essence, the more unequivocally and immediately are 
themselves able to stand ready to serve the common good; and the more 

Irp~pnrPflly, too, will they have to withdraw into the public anonymity of 
useful work. 

Modern science simultaneously founds and ditTerentiates itself in the 
)jection of particular object domains. These projections are developed by 

the appropriate methodologies which are made secure by means of rigor. 
,\lethod establishes itself at any given time in constant activity. Projection 
and rigor, method and constant activity, each demanding the other. make 
up the essence of modern science, make it into researeh. 

,"Ve are reflecting on the essence of modern science in order to discover 
its metaphysical ground. ,"\nat understanding of beings and what concept 
of truth is it that underlies the transformation of science into research' 

Knowledge as research calls beings to account with regard to the way 
in which, and the extent to which, they can be placed at the disposal of 
representJtion. Research has being'S at irs disposal when it can, through cal

either predict their future or retrodict their past. In the prediction 
of namre and retrodictiol1 of history, nature and history are set in place in 
the same way. They become objects of explanatOlY representation. Such 
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counts on nature and takes account of hislOry. Only whdt 
in this way, an object is - counts as in being. \Ve first arrive at 

science as research when the being of is sought in such objectness. 
~ This objectification of beings is accomplished in a setting-before, a rep

[VaT-stellen], aimed at bringing each being before it in such a way 
that the ITIan who calculates can be sure - and that means certain of the 
Qf mg. Science as research first arrives when, and only when, truth has trans
trlnT!cd itself into the cenainty of representation. It is in the metaphysics 

for the first time, the being is defined as the objectness 
u[ representation, and truth as the certainty of represenration. The title of 
his ma!:! work reads Meditationes de prima philosophia, iVfeditatiom on First 

q>IAO(Joq>io is the term coined by Aristotle for that 
which was later called ·'metaphysics." The whole of modern 
Nietz.~che included, maintains itself within the interpretation of the being 
'lnd of truth opened up by Descartes (Appendix 4). 

if, J)OW, science as research is an essential phenomenon of 
it nus[ fnllow that what constitutes the metaphysical ground of research 

iirst, and long in advance, the essence of modernity in generaL 
. rhe essence of modernity can be seen in humanity's freeing itself from the 
bonds of the Middle Ages in that it frees itself to itself. But this characteri

though correct, is merely the foreground. A.nd it leads to those mis
takes which pre::vent one from grasping the:: essential ground of 
and, proceeding from judging the breadth of that essence. Cert'ainly 
the modern age has, as a consequence of the liberation of humanity, intro
duced subjectivi~m and individualism. But it remains as certain that no 
age before this one has produced a comparable objectivism, and that in no 
age before thi~ h\ls" non-individual, in the shape of the collective, been 
accorde::d presti~. Of the essence here is the necessary interplay bemeen 

bjectivism and objectivism. But precisely this reciprocal conditioning of 
the one by the other refers us back to deeper processes. 

\Vhat is decisive is not. that humanity frees itself from previous bonds 
hm, rather, that the essence of humanity altogether transforms itself in 
that man becomes the subject. To be sure, this word "subject" must be 
understood as the translation of the Greek VTIQKEiI-lEVQV. The word nall1es 
that-which-Ii\"s-bcfote,.that which, as ground, gathers everything onto it
self. This me::taphys1ca(meaning of the concept of the subject has, ill the 
tirst instance, no special relationship to man, and none at all to the L 

hO\veve.~, rr~an becomes the primary and ge::nuine:: fubiectum, tIlis 
means that he becomes that being upon which every in its war of 
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being and its truth, is founded. Alan becomes the referential centel' of be
as such. But this is only possible when there is a transformation in 

the understanding of beings as a whole. In what does this transformation 
manifest itself? vVhat, in accordance with it, is the essence of modernity? 

vVhen we reflect on the modern age, we inquire after the modern world 
picture. We characterize this by contrasting it with the world Dicture of the 
Middle and of antiquity. But why is it that, in interpret; 
age, we inquire into its world picture' Does every historical 
world picture have it in such a way, indeed, so as, from time to time, to 

concern itself about that picture? Or is it only a modern kind of representing 
that inquires into a world. 

\Vhat is it - a "world picture"? Obviously, a picture of the world. But 
what is a world) \Vhat does "picture" mean here? "I,Vorld" serves, 
as a name for beings in theil' entirety. The term is not confined to the 

too, belongs to world. But even nature and 
history - interpenetrating in their suffusion and exceeding of each other 
do not exhaust world. Under this term we also include the world-ground, 
no matter how its rclation to world is thought (Appendix 

Initially, the word "picture" makes one think of a copy of somernmg 
This would make the world picture, as it were, a painting of be::ings as a 
whole. But "world picture" means more than this. ,Ne mean by it the world 
itself; the totality of beings taken, as it is for us, as standard-giving and obli
gating. "Picture" means, not a mere imitation, but rather that which 
sounds in the colloquial expression to be "in the picture" about something. 
This means: the matter itself stands in the way it stands to us, before us. 
To "put oneself in the picture" about something means: to place the being 
itself before one just as things are with it, and, as so placed, to keep it per
manently before one. But a decisive condition in the essence of the 
is still missing. That we are "in the picture" about something means not 

that tlle being is placed before, represented by, us. It means, rather, that 
it stands before us together with what belongs to and stands together with 
it as a system. T U) be "in the picture" resonates with: being well 

equipped and prepared. W1lere the world becomes 
a whole are set in place as that for 'which man is 
fore, he correspondingly intends to bring before 

in a decisive sense, place before him (Appendix 6). Understood in 
an essential way, "world picture" docs not mean "picture of the world" 
rather, the world grasped as picture. Beings as a "whole are now take::n in 
such a way that a being is first and only in being insofar as it is set in place 
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representing-producing [vorstellend-berstt:llenden] hUlnanity. \Vhenever 
we have a world picture, an essential decision occurs concerning beings as a 
whole. The being ofbeinlls is sought and found ill the representedness ofbe-

are not interpreted in this way, the 
cannot come into the picture there can be no world picture. That 
acquire being in and through representedness makes the age in which this 
occurs a new age, distinct from its predecessors. The familiar phrases "world 

of modernity" and "modern world picture" say the same thing 
t"iice. And they presuppose something that could never before have ex-

namely, a medieval and ancient world picture. The world picture 
does not change from an earlier medieval to a modern one; rather, that the 
world becomes picture at all is what distinguishes the essence of modernity, 
For the Middle Ages, by contrast, the being is the ens cTei/tum, that which 
is created by the personal creator-God who is considered to be the 
cause. Here, to be a being means: to belong to a particular rank in the order 
of created things, and, as thus created, to correspond to the cause of creation 

(Appendix 7). But never does the being's being consist in its 
being brought before man as the objective. Never docs it consist in 

ill the realm of man's information and disposal so that, in thi~,way 
,llone, is it in 

Tbe modern interpretation of beings is still further removed from that 
of I he Greeks, One of the oldest expressions of Greek thinking about the 

of beings reads: T 6 yap cX\h6 VCElV Ecniv TE Kai Elvm. 1 This st~tement 
of Parmenides means: the apprehension of beings belongs to being since it 
is from being that it is demanded and determined. The being is that which 
rists up and opens itself; that which, as what is present, nllnes upon man, 
upon him who opens himself to what is present in that he apprehends it. The 

does not acquire being in that man first looks upon it in the sense of 
representation that has the character of subjective perception. Rather, man 

'1\ is.,heone who is looked upon by beings, the one who is gathered by self
'. beings into presencing with them. To be looked at beings, U to be 

and inaintained and so supported by their openness, to be driven 
their conflict and marked by their dividedness, that is the essence 

ill the great age of Greece. In order to fulfill his essence, there
man has to gather (MYE1V) and save ~crw~€lV), catch up an:d presen"e, 

rht sell-openillg 111 its openness; and he must remain exposed to all of its 
di1'isl~e confusion. Creek humanity is the receiver [hrnebmer] of beings, 

Fire·, edition, H)SO, hv being as presencing wkeu .'.1' 
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which is the reason that, in the age of the Greeks, the world can never be
On the other hand, however, is the fact that the beingness of 

is defined, for Plato, as EWOS (appearance, view). This is the presup
position which long prevailing only mediately, in concealment and long in 
adyance predestined the world's having to become picture (Appendix 

In distinction from the Greek apprehension, modern representing, 
whose signification is first expressed by the word 7'epraesenttltio, means some-

quite different. Representation [Var-stellen] here means: to bring the 
present-at-hand before one as something standing over-and-against, to re
late it to oneself, the representer, and, in this relation, to force it back to 

oneself as the norm-giving domain.vVhere this happens man "puts himself 
in the picture" concerning beings. 'iVnen, however, in this way, he does this, 
he places himself in the scene; in, that is, the sphere of what is generally and 

represented. ,And what goes along with this is that man sets himself 
forth as the scene in vihich, henceforth, beings must 
present themselves be, that is to say, in the picture. l'vian becomes lhe 

[ReprasenttlntJ of beings in the sense of the objective. 
\;vbat is new, however, in this occurrence does not at all consist in the 

merely, that the position of man in the midst of beings is other than it 
was for ancient of medieval man. What is decisive is that man 
takes up this position as one constituted by himself, intentionally maintains 
it as that taken up by himself, and secures it in place as the basis for a possible 
development of humanity. Now for the Jirst time there exists such a thing 
as the "position" of man. Man makes depend on himself the way he is to 
stand to beings as the objective. \A;nat begins is that mode of hUlIlan being 
which occupies the realm of human capacity as the domain of measuring 
and execution f(}1' the purpose of the mastery of beings as a whole. The age 
that is determined by this event is not only new in retrospective comparison 
with what had preceded it. It is new, rather, in that it explicitly sets 
as the new. To be "new" belongs to a world that has become picture. 

then, we wish to clarify the pictorial character of the world as the 
representedness of beings, then in order fully to grasp the modern essence of 
representedness Vie must scent out the original naming power of that worn
out word and concept "to represent": to put forth and relate to oneself. It is 
through this that the being comes to stand as an object and so first receives 
the seal ofbeing. That the world becomes picture is one and the same process 
whereby, in the midst of beings, lllan becomes subjeer (Appendix 9)· 

Only because and insofar as man, altogether and essentially, has become 
subject is it necessary fix him to confront, as a consequence, this 
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is it as an "I" is reduced to its random desires and abandoned 
to an arbitrary free-will or as the "we" of society; is it as individual or as 

is it as a person~l being within the community or as a mere 
body corporate; is it as a state, nation, or people or as tbe 

ofmodern man, that man wills and must be that subject 
\ which, ~lS the essence of modernity, he already is? Only where, ill essence, 

lTIan has become subject does there exist the possibility of sliding into the 
linbeing of subjectivism in the sense of individualism. But it is also the 
(else that only where man remains subject does it make any sense to 

individualism and t<)r the comll1unity as the goal and arena 
d all achievement and 

fhe interwL:lving of these two processes that the world becomes 
tll: cmd man the subject -- which is decisive for the essence of 
iUumim;res the founding process of modern history, a process that, at first 

stems "lmost nonsensical. '1'he process, namely, whereby the more 
the world, as conquered, stands at man's 

the object appears, all the more sub
(i.~~., peremptorily) does the ,rubifeturn rise up, and all the more 

too, do observations and teachings about the world transform' 
themselves into a doctrine of man, into an anthropology. No wonder tflat 
humanism first arises where the world becomes picture. In the great age 
(Of the Greeks, however, it was as impossible for a humanism to gain cur
rency as it was for there to be anything like a world pictnre. Burnap-ism, 

in the narrower, historical sense, is nothing but a moral-aesthetic 
anthropology. The llame "anthropology," here, does not refer to an inves

of humanity by natural science. Neither does it mean the doctrine 
established within Christian theology concerning created, fallen, and re
deemed humanity It designates, rather, that philosophical interpretation of 
man which explains and evaluates beings as a whole from the standpoint of, 
and in relation to, man (Appendix 

The ever more exclusive rooting of the interpretation of the world in 
,pology which has set in since the end of the eighteenth century fInds 

expression in the fact that man's fundamental relation to beings as a whole is 
defined as a world view [Weltanschauung]. It is since then that this term has 
entered common usage. As soon as t.he world becomes picture the position 
of man is conceived as world view. It is, to be sure, easy to misunderstand the 
term "world view," to suppose it to have to do merely with a disengaged con
templation of the world. For this reason, already in the nineteenth century, 
it was rightly emphasized that "world view" also means, and even means 
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primarily, "vie'IN of life." The fact that, nonetheless, "world view" has as
serted itself as the name for the position ofman in the midst of beings proves 
how decisively the world becomes pictnre as soon as mall makes his life as 

the primary center of reference. This means: the being counts as in 
being only to the degree and extent that it is taken into, and referred back 
to, this life, is lived out [er-lebtJ, and becomes life-experience [Er-lelmis). 

A., every humanism had to remain something unsuited to Greece, so a "me
dieval world view" was an impossibility; and a "Catholic world view" is an 

as, for modern man, the more unbounded the way in which 
of the shaping of his essence, everything must, both ne-

become "experience," as certainly, the Greeks at the 
Olympic festivals could never have had "experiences." 

The fundamental event of modernity is the conquest of the world as 
From now on the word "pictnre" means: the collective image of 

representing production [d,IS Gebild des vontellenden Hentdlens). \Vithin this, 
man fights for the position in which he can be that being who gives to 

every being the measure and draws up the guidelines. Because this po
sition secures, organizes, and articulates itself as world view, the decisive 
unfolding of dle modern rdationship to beings becomes a confrontation 
of world views; not, indeed, any old set of world views, but only those 
which have already taken hold of man's most fundamental stance with the 
utmost decisiveness. For the sake of this battle of world views, and accord-

to its meaning, humanity sets in motion, with respect to everything, 
the unlimited process of calculation, planning, and breeding. Science as 
research is the indispensable form taken by this self-establishment in the 

it is one of the pathways along which, with a speed unrecognized 
by those who are involved, modernity races towards the fulfillment of its 
essence. \Vith this battle of world views modernity first enters the deci
sive period of its history, and probably the one most capable of enduring 
(Appendix I 

A sign of this event is the appearance everywhere, and in the most varied 
forms and disguises, of the g-igantic. At the same time, the huge announces 
itself in the direction of the ever smaller. We have only to think of the [lum
bers of atomic physics. The gigantic presses forward in a form which seems 
to make it disappear: in destruction of great distances by the airplane, in 
the representations of foreign and remote worlds in their pro
duced at will by the flick of a switch. One thinks too superficially, however, 
if one takes the gigantic to be merely an endlessly extended emptiness of 
the purely quantitative. One thinks too briefly if one finds the 
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ill the form of the continual never-having-been-here-before, to spring 
from a blind impulse to exaggerate and exceL One thinks not at 

ali if one takes oneself to have explained this appearance of the 
"Americanism" (Appendix 12). 

is, rather, that through which the quantitative acquires its 
own kllKl of quality, becoming thereby, a remarkable form of the great. A 
hisLOrlCal age is not only great in a different way from others; it also has, 
in "'very C:1~e, its own concept of greatness. As soon, however, as the 

in planning, calculating, establishing, and changes from the 
quanmative and becomes its own special quality, then the gigantic and the 
seemingly completely calculable through this shift, incalculable. 
This incalculability becomes the invisible shadow cast over all 
ma'1 has become the subiectum and world has become picture 13)' 

this shadow the modern world withdraws into a space beyond 
representation and so lends to the incalculable its own determinateness 
and historical uniqueness. This shadow, however, 
knowledge of which, to us moderns, is refused 
never be able to experience and think this refusal as long as he goes around 
merely negating age. The flight into tradition, out of a combination of, 
humility and presumption, achieves, in nothing, is merely a closi~g 
the eyes and blindness towards the historical moment 

Man will know the incalculable - that is, safeguard it in its truth 
in creative questioning and forming from out of the power of genuipe r .... 
flection. Reflection transports the man of the future into that "in-between" 
in which he to being and yet, amidst beings, remains a stranger 
(Appendix 15). Holderlin knew about this. His poem, above which is writ
ten "To the Germans," c1oses:4 

'!fue, narrowly bounded is our 
We see and count the number of our years 
But the of the 
Have 

Even if your soul soars in luuging 
beyond its own time, mourning 
You linger on the cold shore 
Among your own, and know them not. 

\Vohl ist enge begranzt unsel'e Lebenszeit, 

Zahl sehen lind zahlen \Vir, 


,. Doeh dieJahre del' Vblkef 

'sah ein srerbliches AUQ'e sie~ 
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Zeit 
Sich die sehnende schwingr, verweilest du 
Dann am kalten Gestade 
Bei den Deinen und kennst sie nie. 

APPENDICES 

Such reflection is neither necessary for all nor is it to be accomplished, 
or even found bearable, everyone. On the contraJY, absence of reflection 
belongs, to a very great exteIll, to the particular stages of accomplishing 
and being constantly active. The questioning that belongs to reflection, 
however, does not fall into that which is groundless and beyond 
ing because, in advance, it asks after being. This remains that which is 
most worthy of question [FmgrwiirdigJte]. Reflection finds in the ut
most resistance, which constrains it to deal seriously with beings as they 
are drawn into the light of their being, Reflection on the essence of moder

places thought and decision within the sphere of effectiveness 
ing to the authentically essential forces of the age. These forces work, as 
they work, the reach of evaluation. With respect to such 
forces there is only preparedness for the resolution or else the evasive turn-

to the ahistorical. In this connection, however, it is not for 
to affirm technology or, out of a stance incomparably more es

to set up "total mobilization" as an absolute, once it is recognized 
as being at hand. 5 It is a matter in advance and 
the essence of the age from out of the truth of being that prevails in it; 
for only thus is that which is most-worthy-of-questioning simultaneo 
experienced - that which bears and constrains a creating into the future 
which takes us beyond what is at hand, and lets the transformation of hu

become one that springs from the necessity of being itself.' No 
age lets itself be done away with a negating decree. Negation merely 
throws the negator off the track. Modernity requires, however, in 
in the future, for it to be resisted in its essence and on the 
that essence, an originality and breadth of reflection for which, perhaps, we 
moderns can prepare but over which we can certainly ne\'er gain 
master)', 

The phrase "constant activity" [Betneb] is not intended here in a pejo
rative sense, Yet because the essence of research is constant activity, the 

a Firsl edilion, '95(<; usage [B1l11u-h). 
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I industrious activity of mere busyness [Belriebsamkeit des bloflen Betriebs]! 
which is always a possibility, creates the appearance of a higher reality be

I 
hind which the excavations of research-work are accomplished, Constant 

becomes mere busyness when its methodology no longer holds itself 
open on the basis of an ever new completion of its projection, but rather 
leaves this behind as something simply given and no longer ever 

confirmati?n; instead, all it does is to chase after results piling on top 
of each other and their calculation, i\Iere busyness must, at all times, be 
resisted .- precisely because, in its essence, research is constant activity, If 
one seeks to discover the scientific in science merely in serene erudition, 
then it indeed seems as though the repudiation of constant activity would 
also be the denial of the essenti3l character of research as constant 

however, is certainly true is that the more completely research be
comes constant activity and in this way becomes fruitful, the more steadily 
there grows within it the danger of becoming mere busyness, In the end we 
reach a situation where the difference between constant activity and 
ness [Betrieb unci Betrieb] is not only unrecognizable, but has become unreaL 

the leveling out of its essence and non-essence in the averageness 
the taken-for-granted, makes research as the shape of scienG.e and so 

of modernity in general - capable of enduring. But where, within constant 
'lctivity, is research to discover a counter-balance to mere busyness? 

(1: The gTowing importance of the oublishinR business is not merely based 
')II rhe fact that the publishers 
d better eye for the needs of the public, or that they understand business 
bettel tilan do authors. Rather, their distinctive work takes the form of a 
process of planning and organizing aimed, throug'h the planned and lim
ited Dublication of books and periodicals, at bringing the world into the 

the public has of it and securing it there, The predominance of 
collected works, sets of books, journal and pocket editions is al-

the result of this work on the part of the publishers, This work co
in tnrn, with the aims of researchers, since these not only become 

more easily and rapidly Imown and respected through series and collec
along a wider front, immediately achieve their intended 

<:tlect. 

The metaphysical foundation of Descartes' position is taken oyer histor
ically from Platonic-Aristotelian metaphysics, Despite its new beginning 

.... it a\ten4? to the "ery same question: what is the being~ That this 
is~riQ\t -explicitly posed in Descartes' Meditations only goes to prove how 

'\,' . I. 
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essentially the fundamental position determines a transformation in the an
swer to it, It is Descartes' interpretation of beings and of truth which first 
creates the preconditions for the possibility of a theory or metaphysics of 
knowledge, Through Descartes, realism is for the first time put in the 
don of having to prove the reality of the external world, of having to rescue 
the being as such, 

The essential modifications of Descartes' fundamental position which 
have been achieved by German thinking since Leibniz in no way overcome 
this fundamental position. They only expand its metaphysical scope and 
establish the preconditions of the nineteenth century - still the most ob
scure of all the centuries up to now, They indirectly reinforce Descartes' 
fundamental position in a form that is scarcely recognizable, yet not, 
OIl that account, any the less reaL By contrast, mere Cartesi<ln scholas

together with its rationalism, has lost all power for the further 
shaping of the character of modernity, With Descartes, there begins the 
completion of "vVestern metaphysics. Since, however, such a completion 
is only possible as metaphysics. modern thinkinll has its own kind of 
greatness, 

With the interpretation of man as subiectum, Descartes created the meta
physical presupposition for future anthropology of every kind and tendency. 
In the rise of anthropologies he celebrates his greatest triumph, Through 
anthropology, the transition of metaphysics ill to the event of the simple 
cessation and suspension of all philosophy is inaugurated. That Ditthey dis
avowed metaphysics that, at bottom, he no longer understood its question 
and stood helpless before metaphysical logic is the inner consequence of 
the anthropological character of his fundamental position. His "philosophy 
of philosophy" is a leading example of anthropology's doing away with - as 
opposed to overcoming - philosophy, This is why every anthropology that 
makes use of philosophy as the occasion arises, yet simultaneously declares 
it to be, as philosophy, superfluous, has the advantage of seeing clearly what 
is demanded the affirmation of anthropology. Through this, the intel
lectual situation is somewhat clarified, The laborious fabrication of such 
absurd entities as "National Socialist philosophies," on the other hand, 
merely creates confusion. The world view indeed needs and makes use of 
philosophical erudition, but it needs no philosophy since, as world view, 
it has already adopted its own interpretation :md structuring of what is. 
But one thing, surely, even anthropology callnot do, It cannot overcome 
Descartes, nor even resist him, For how could the consequence ever attack 
the ground on which it stands? 
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Desc<lnes can on!y be overcome through the overcoming of that which 
he himself founded, through the overcoming, namely, of modern (and that 
means, at the S<lme time, Western) metaphysics. "Overcoming" means 
however, the primal asking of the questioll of the meaning of being; that 
is, the sphere of projection and with it the truth of being. This question 
unveils itself <lS, at the same time, the question of the being of truth. 

(S) 'rhe conception of the world <lS developed in Being and Time is to 
be understood within the perspective of the question about 
there lDa-Jeinj." This question remains, for its part, closely connected 
with the fundamelltal question concerning the meaning of being' (not of 
beings). 

.To the essence of the picture belongs standing-together, system. By 
we do not mean the artificial, external simplifIcation and collecting 

.ogether of the given but, rather, the unfolding, developing unity of struc
ture within that which is represented as such, which arises from 
the projection of the objectness of beings. In the Middle Ages a system is 
impossible. For there, all that is essential is the order ofcorrespondences or, 
mo~t the order of beings in the sense of what is created and, as11is 
ueation, watched over by God. System is still more foreign to Greece - even 
though, these one speaks, in a quite unjust.ified way, of the Platonic 
and Aristotelian "systems." The constant activity of research is a 
embodiment and ordering of the systematic. in which, at the same"rjrne, 

When the world becomes 
in thought. \i\;'here system 

takes the le<ld, however, there exists the: possibility of its degeneration 
into the externality ofa system that is merely fabricated and pieced together. 
This is what happens when the original power of the projection remains 
absent. The uniqueness of the systematic of Leibniz, Kant, Fichte, 
and Schelling .- a systematic that is inherently di\'erse - has still not been 
understood. The of the systematic of these thinkers consists in the 
fact that it does not unfold, a's with Descartes, out of the subiecturn as ego and 
mh<tJ111tin fin;t;7 R~ther, it unfolds either, as with J.eibniz, out of the monad 

out of the transcendental essence of tinite re:ason rooted 
in the imaginatioll, or, as with Fichte, out of the infinite "I," or, as with 

out of the spirit of absolute knowledge, or, finally, as with Schelling, 
from om of freedom as the necessity of every particular being which, as 
such a being, remains determined through the distinction bctwee:n ground 
and existence .. 
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No less essential to the modern interpretation of beings is the represen
tation ofvalue. Where beings have become objects of representation, there, 
for the first time, in a certain sense, a loss ofbeing occurs. This loss -vaguely 
and uncertainly enough perceived is correspondingly quickly made up for 

the fact that we attribute to the object and the thus-interpreted 
a value; in general, we assess according to values and make 

them the of all action and activity. Since this latter conceives itself as 

culture, values become "cultural values" and these become the 
pression of the goals of creation devoted to the 
of man as subiectum. From here it is only a short step to making values 
into objects in themselves. Values become the objectification of needs as 
goals brought about by a re:presenting self-establishme:nt within the world 
as picture. Values appear to be the expression of the fact that, in relation 
to them, man strive:s to promote precisely what is most valuable. In 

it is precisely "values" that are the powerless and threadbare mask 
of the: objectification of beings, an objectification that has become flat and 
devoid of background. No one dies for mere values. For the sake of il

luminating the nineteenth century, we should note, here, the 
ate position of Hermann Lotze. At the same time: as he was interpreting 
Plato's ideas as values, Lotze undertook, under the title A1icrocosmos, that 
Attempt at an Anthropology (I856) which, while still drawing on the spirit 
of German idealism for the nobility and simplicity of its mode of thinking, 
at the same time also opened that thinking to positivism. Because Niet
zsche's thought remains imprisoned in value-representation, he has to ex
press what is essential to him in a retrospective form as the revaluation of 
all values. Only when we succeed in grasping Nietzsche's thought indepen
dently of value-representation, do we achieve a standpoint from which the 
work of the last thinker of metaphysics can be comprehended as an exer
cise in questioning, and his antagonism to Wagner as a necessity of our 

history. 

Correspondence, thought as the fundamental feature of the being of 
pnwides the pattern for the velY definite possibilities and ways in 

which the truth of this being of beings, witl1in beings, sets itself into the 
work. The artwork of the Middle: Ages and the absence: of a world picmre 

during this age belong together. 

But did not a Sophist at about the time of Socrates venture to say that 
"l\lan is the measure: of all things, of what arc, that they are, of what 'are 
not, that they are not"? Does not this statement of Pr()t~!roras sound as 
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Is it not through Plato that the be
as the 

to for And yet it is no more the 
case thar than it is the case 
that Descartes had the of Greek 

there oc
ro be sure, a decisive transformation of the interpretation of 

and of man. But this remained within the Greeks' 
fundamental eXDeriem::e- ,of being-so Preciselv ~s ::l ~trnaalp "a~inst the So-

proves 
an enrlmg which 

to prepare the possibility of the modern age. This is the 
later on, not just in the Middle but right throu!!h the 

modern age and up to the present, Platonic and Aristotelian 
able to be taken as Greek thought pel' se, and why all pre-Platonic mougm 
could be considered to be merely a preparation for Plato. Because we have 
long been accustomed to understand Greece in terms of a modern hu
fI1311isttc interpretation, it remains denied to us to think being as it opened 
itself to Greek antiquity, to think it in a way that allows it its ownness anq 
strangeness. 


Protagoras' statement reads: 


TTCWl'WV XPl1~0:T0JV ~iTpOV kniv 6v8pu)TTOs, Tc7w "~V OVTWV W5 ECnt, TWV bE "it OVTUlV 
c:)) aUK EcrT1V. 

\cf Plato's Theaetetlu I 

Of all rhings (those, namely, that man has around him in use and usage, xpil
"etTo Xpilcr8at) man is (in each case) the measure, of what that it 
so presences, of that, however, to which presencing is thar it does not 
presence. 

The 
present in the 

is "mall") Plato tells us in the same passage 

Does he not understand this somewhat as f()llows~ at a 
shows itself to me as, of such an aspect is it 

to you as, is it not such in turn 
jmt as mnch as T. 

Man is the man in each panicular case (l and you, 
he and And should not this EyeD coincide with Descanes' ego 
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.Never. For in every essential respect, what determines the two fundamental 
with eQual necessit\, is different. Wbat is essential 

The manner and way in which man is man, that is, himself: the es
sential namre of selfhood which by no means coincides with 

as such. 
The essential 
The essential 

The sense in "man is the measure." 


can be understood apart from the others. 
ofa fundamental metaphysicallJv"lU'clH. 

these four moments bear and structure a fundamental metaphysical 
position in advance is a question which can no be asked or answered 
out of or through metaphysics. To ask it is already to sDeak out of the 
overcoming of metaphysics. 

For Protagoras, to be sure, remain related to man as fyW. Of 
what kind is this relation to the P The stays, in the sphere of that 
which is apportioned to it as this particular unconcealment. Accordingly, it 
apprehends everything that presences within this sphere as in being. The ap
prehending of what presences is grounded in this staying within the sphere 
of unconcealment. The belonging of the I to what presences is through 
this staying alongside what presences. This to what presences 
in the open draws the boundary between what is present and what absent. 
From out of this boundary man receives and preserves the measure of that 
which presences and that which absences. In his restriction to that which 
is unconcealed at a particular rime, man himself the measure which 
confines a self in each case to this and that. Man does not set the measure to 

which all beings in their being bere have to accommodate out 
of a detached I-ness. One who stands in the Greeks' fundamental relation-

to beings and their uncollcealment is insofar as he 
accepts resrriction to the sphere ofunconcealrnent limited after the manner 
of the Ii and, as a consequence, acknowlede:es the concealment of 
and that their presence or absence, 
what is present, lies 
says (Fragment 4 in 

008' <:0S OUK Eiaiv, 008' onoto! ItVES (beav. "Con
mirtt>dlv_ not in the position to know (i.e.. for the 
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Greeks, to have something in "sight") either that they are, or that they are 
not, nor how they are in their visible aspect 

noXAa yao 'TO: KWAVOVTa i] T' 6:0T)AOTT)S Kai WV 0 pios TOO 

that is, are the things that prevent the apprehending of 
the being as what it is: both the un-openness (concealment) of beings and 
the brevity of man's course in histOly. 

In view of this thoughtful circumspection on Protagoras' part, it is no 
wonder that Socrates says of him (Plato, Theaetetus 15 2 b) I-lEVTOl 

I-l~ "We may suppose that he (Protagoras), as a sen
sible person, was not (in his statement about man as the UETOOV) simply 

The fundamental metaphysical position of Protagoras is merely a nar
down- which means, nonetheless, a preserving - of the fundamental 
ofHeraclitus and Parmenides. Sophism is only possible on the 
i.e., on the basis of the Greek interpretation of being as presence 

and truth as nnconcealmem - an unconcealment which rem3ins itself an 
essential determination of being, which is why that which presences ~s de'
termined out of unconcealment, and presencing out of the unconcealed 
as such. But how far removed is from this beginning of Greek 
thought, how different is the interpretation of man which represents him as 

In the concept of the subiectum, there still lingers on the sound of 
the Greek es~ence of (the vnoKElcr6at of the 
of a presencing that has become unrecognizable and 

that which lies permanently at hand). Precisely because of tlllS, we can rec
ognize in this concept of presencing the transformation of the fundamental 
metaphysical position. 

is one thing to preserve the always limited sphere of unconcealment 
thmugttthe a.pprehension ofwhat presences (man as Jt is something 

'., ;~djff~rentto pro<;eed into the unlimited region of possible 
~ . . 'througl~ rhe c.alcula.ring of the .representable of which everyone is capable 

and .whichis binuing on all. 

EvelY subjectivi~m is impossible within Greek Sophism since man can 
never, here, become mbtectltm. This cannot happen because, in Sophism. 

is presencing and truth is unconcealment. 
n"AnN>"l~, ,_. <pavTavia happens: the corning to appearance, as a 

of that which presences - for man, who himself pres
ences to what appears. !vIan as the representing subject fantasizes, however: 
he moves in itrltlgi7llltiu ill that his representation imagines the being as object 
into the world as picrure. 
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How does it happen at all that that which is sets melt torth, In an 
way, assubiectum, with the result that the subjective achieves dominance? For 
up to Descartes, and still within his metaphysics, the being, insofar as it is a 
being, is a sub-iectum (vno-K£If.lEVov); something which lies before us from out 
of itself and which, as such, lies at the foundation ofboth its own permanent 
characteristics and its changing circumstances. The preference given to a 
sub-iectum (that which lies at the basis as ground) which is preeminent in 
that it is, in an essential respect, unconditioned, stems from man's demand 
for a fundmnentum absoiutztrn inconcussum veritatis; for an unshakable ground 
of truth, in the sense of certainty, which rests in itself. \iVby and how does 
this demand come to have decisive validity? The demand springs from the 
liberation of humanity from the bonds of tht:: tlllth of Christian revelation 
and the doctrines of the Church, a liberation which frees itself for a self

that is grounded in itself. Through this liberation the essence of 
freedom - being bound to something that binds- is posited anew. Because, 
however, in accordance with this freedom, self-liberating man himself 
what is obligatory, this can henceforth be defined in different W3}'S. The 
obligatory may be human reason and its law; it lIlay be beings, set up and 
ordered as objects by such a reason; or it may be that chaos - not yet ordered 
and only to be mastered through objectification which, in a certain age, 
comes to demand mastery. 

This liberation, however, without knowing it, is still freeing itselffrom 
the bonds of the truth of revelation in which the salvation of man's soul is 
made certain and guaranteed. Hence this liberation from the certainty of 
salvation disclosed by revelation has to be, in itself, a liberation to a certainty 
in which man secures for himself the true as that which is known through 
his own knowing. That was only possible in that self-liberating man him
self guaranteed the certainty of the knowable. This, however, could 
happen through man's deciding, from and for himself, what was knowable 
for him, and what the knowing and securing of the known, i.e., certainty, 
should mean. Descartes' metaphysical task became the following: to create 
the metaphysical ground for the freeing of man to freedom considered as 
self-determination that is certain of itself. This ground, however, not 
had to be one that was certain. Since every measure taken from other do
mains was forbidden, it had, at the same time, also to be of such a narure 

through it. the essence of the freedom demanded was posited as a 
self-certainlY. Everytlling that is certain from itself must, at the same 
however, certify as certain that being from which such knowledge is certain 
and through which everything knowable is made secure. 
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the 
at the basis of this freedom, the sulnectutIl, must be Sorne

certain which satisfies the aforementioned essential requirements. A 
'lUleLtullZ distinguished in all these respects becomes necessary. \V11at is this 

certainty which forms and provides the ground? It is the ego cogito 
J'ltln. This certainty is a principle which says that, simultaneously with man's 
thinking (at the same time and lasting an equal length of time), he himself 
is indubitably co-present; is, that is, given to himself. Thmking is represen
tation, setting-before, a representative relation to the represented (idea as 

'Ii-> represent means here: of oneselt, to set something betore one and to 
make what has been set in place [dm' Gestdlte] secure as thus set in place. This 
placing-in-securedness must be a calculating, since only calculation guar
antees being cerrain, in advance and always, of that which is to be presented. 
Representing is no longer the apprehending ofwhat presences withill whose 

the apprehending itself belongs, belongs, indeed, as its Own 
kind uf presence to the things that are unconcealedly present. Representa
tion is no longer the self-disclosure for ... but rather the laying hold and 

of. ... That which presences does not hold sway; rather, settllIg
upon rules. According to the new freedom, representation is now Some-

that proceeds from itself into the region of the secured, a region 
which has t1rs( ro be made secure. The being is no longer that 
ences. Rather, it is that which, in representation, is first set over and against 

with dIe character of an object fGegen-stiindige]. Repre
setting-before, is a making e,-ery'1.hing stand over and against as 

-Jiti7Ujlichung] which masters and proceeds against. In this 
way, representation drives everything into the unity of the 
Representation is coilgitfttio 

Every relationship to something wIll, point of view, sensibility IS 

already representing. It is cogit{l]zs, which One translates as "thinking." This 
Descartes is able to label all forms of the volumas and alfectus, all 

II([/(II/(S and ptl.l.liol'lt's with the at first strange-sounding name "cogitatio." In 
the ergo cogito sum, the cogitare is understood in this essential and new sense. 
The \"lIbi~'-IIl11I, the fundamental certainty, is that always secured entity which 

man always co-represents along with human or non-human 
beings, along, that is, with the objectitled_ The fundamental certainty is the 
me-cogitare me esse which is, at all times, indubitably representable and 
represented. This is the fundamental equation of all calculating belonging 
to self-securing representing. In this fundamental certainty, man 
certain that, as the representer of all representation, the setter-before of all 
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setting-before, and therewith the realm of all representedness and hence of 
all certainty and truth, he is securely established - which means, now, that he 
is. Only because, in the fundamental certainty (in the fundamerttum tl.b.wlutum 
incrmcussum of the me cogitare me man is necessarily co-represented; 
only because man who has been liberated to himself belongs, of necessity, 
within the mbiectum of this freedom only for this reason can and must this 
man himself become the preeminent being, a subiectum which, in respect of 
the primary (erste] true (i.e:, certain) beings, takes precedence over all other 
subiectt/.. That is the fundamental equation of certainty. The 
that in the authentic mbiectum, the ego is named, does not mean that man 
now becomes an I-ness and is egoistically defined. It IlIeans only this: to be 
the subject now becomes the distinctiveness of man, of man as the being 
that thinks and represents. The human "I" is placed in the service of this 
subiectum. The certainty lying at the foundation of this mbiectum is, as 
indeed subjective i.e., holding sway in the essence of the subiectum, but is 
not egoistic. In the same way, everything that is to be secured by means of 
representing objectification, and is established thereby as in being, is binding 
for everyone. From this objectificatioll, however, which is at the same tiIlle 
the decision as to what may count as an object, nothing can escape. rIo the 
essence of the subjectivity of the mbieaum, and of man as 
the unconditional delimiting forth [EntJehrankung] of the sphere ofpossible 
objectification and the right to determine this 

\Ve have now explained the sense in which man is, and must be. the 
subject, measure, and center of beings: of, that is, objects 
which stand over and against [Gegen.l't,7'nde]. Man is 110 

the sense of restraining his apprehension to the sphere of the unconceal
ment of what presences at his time dIe sphere toward which man then 
presences. As mbiectum man is the co-agitatio of the ego. i\:1an establishes 
himself as the measure of all measures with which whatever can count as 
certain, i.e., true, i.e., in being, is measured off and measured out. Free
dom is new as the freedom of dle subieefum. In the l11editatiolles de 
philosophia the liberation of man to his new freedom is brought to that 
which !!rounds it. The liberation of modern humanity does not first begin 

ergo sum, :md neither is the metaphysics of Descartes 
merely supplied later on as something built on externally, a metaphysics in 
the sense of an ideology. In the (o-agitatio representation gathers everything 
that is an object in the gatheredness of representedness. The ego of the 

now discovers, in the self-securing togetherness of representedness, 
in the its essence. COrl.l'cientia is the representing gathering of 
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the: objectual together with the representing lTlan within the sphere of rep
rese:nredness which he preserves. Everything that presences receives from 
out of this represented ness the meaning and mode 

the 

of its presence 
the meaning and mode, that is, of presence 

The: con-scientia of the ego as the subiectum of the 
of the .fllbiectum m<lrked out in the above way, determines the being of 

The ,~1cditationes de prima philosopbia provide the pattern for the ontology 
of the subiectum constructed from the perspective of a subjectivity defined as 
COJ1.foemia. Man has become the subiectum. He can, therefore, determine and 
realiLe the essence of subjectivity - always according to how he conceives 
and wills himself. Man as the rational being of the is no less 

than man who grasps himself as nation, '.vills himselfas 
nurtures himself as r~ce and, finally, empowers himself as lord of the earth.. , 

Now in alhhes.e fundamental of subjectivism, too, different kinds 
of I-ness aI].d egoism are for man is always defined as I and 
we and you.,subjective egoism for which - usually without knowing it - the 
T is pre-determined as subject can be beaten down through the insertion 
of the I into the we. Through this, subjectivity only gains in powtr. In 
the planetary imperialism of technically organized man the subjectivis;:;l of 
Hlan reaches its highest point from which it will descend to the flatness of 

uniformity and there establish itself. This uniformity becomes 

absorbed into the 
of 

his modern essence; he cannot abolish it by fiat. But he can, in 
anticipation, ponder this: that mankind's being a subject is not the 

the surest instrument of the total. i.e .. technolo!!icaL dominion oyer the 

possibility of the primal essence of historical humanity there has ever been 
or ever will be. The shadow of a cloud over a hidden land that is 
the darkening which truth as the certainty of subjectivity (a truth prepared 
for by the certainty ofsalvation of Christianity) lays over an Event 
that it remains denied to subjectivity to experience. 

11 rn"1 rt.1M::r which 

who man is and can, 
it would have to confess itself shaken and overcome. 

But how is this to be expected of anthropology when the task is specifically 
to achieve nothing but the securing that follows from the self-security of 
the S1lbietWtn~ 
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and still fails to arise from the complete and collected essence of moderni 
of t\ mf'ricmism in terms of ~~M.m~';C'" 

remains 
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(1 I) For what is happening now is the melting down of the self-completing 
essence of modernity into the obvious. Only when this is secured as a world 

arise of a fertile ground for become capable 

of a primal questiomng a question-worthiness which opens the leewav for 

the decision as to whether being will once more be of a 
to whether the essence of the tTuth of being will make a more primordl 
claim upon the essence of man. Only when the completion of the modern 
age affirms the ruthlessness of its own greatness is future history being 

prepared. 

(J 2) Americanism is something European. It is that still uncomprehended 
of the gigantic the gigantic that is still not properly assembled 

" 

(13) Everyday opinion sees in the shadow merely the absence of light, if not 
its complete denial. But, in truth, the shadow is the manifest, though impen
etrable, testimony of hidden illumination, Conceiving of the shadow this 
way, we experience the incalculable as that which escapes representation, 

yet is manifest in beings and points to the hidden being [Sein], 

But what if the refusal itself had to become the highest and hardest dis
closure of being? Conceived from out ofmetaphysics (i.e., ii'om the question 

in the form "\Nbat is the 

reveals itself first of all as the absolute non-bei 
But the nothing, as the nothing of 

The nothing is never nothing, and neither 

the hidden e~c ..nrp ofheimr. the 

is the keenest opponent 
is it a 

the sense of an object; it is being itself \vhose truth will be over to 
man when he has mercome him~elf as subject, when, that is, he no longer 

rf'r1r~"Pln" beings as objects. 

(15) This open in-between is the being-there [Da-sein], understanding the 
word in the sense of the ecstatic reQ'ion of the disclosure and concealment 

of 
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